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FIRESCHOOL TRAINING

Chapter one Introduction

The methods of training and courses described in

this thesis are ones the author feels should be given

at all fireschools or training periods during the

fire season for all personnel. Most of the subjects

are given each year at district fire schools in both

the Forest Service and State Forests, but too little

time is generally allotted to each course. There is

generally not enough actual practice for the individ

ual so that he may become familiar with the subjects

taught.

District schools are now beginning to get away

from teaching too much theory during the short period

of training. This is essential if the fireschool is

to be effective.

Most schools are held before the fire suppression

crews are organized. Enrphasis has been placed on acquaint

ing wardens and forest guards and lookouts with pertinent

subjects but little or no training is given to suppression

crews. A good percentage of the young men itee the sup

pression crews are students from forestry schools in

their first year of training. They join a suppression

crew for the actual experience in working in the woods

for the first time. It is here these young men should
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get their start and should be made to feel that their job

is an important one. If elementary courses are also

given to the suppressioncrews so that they can get a

general picture of the policy of the district, Forest

Service, or State, it may be possible that they will take

more interest in their work.

My experiences with young boys in the suppression

crews has indicated to me their need for more training.

Many of these boys will some day hold more important jobs

in fire control so it is very important that they receive

proper training at the start.

In most cases, boys in the crews are out in the woods

for the first time. They fail to realize the importance

of cautiousness when handling sharp tools such as axes,

hazel hoes, and pulaskis. They are ignorant of the proper

methods of working with fire tools. Generally wardens

and lookouts need little or no training in handling

their equipment, but it is to their advantage to have

refresher courses. Older and experienced wardens could

be used at fireschools to help train the suppression

crews and new men that are going on lookouts or acting

as smokechasers. If the fireschools cannot be held when

Ihe suppression crews are organized, certain days should

be allotted to their training. This would eliminate many

of the accidents that occur each season because of im

proper handling of equipment. Boys in the crews can then
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be sent out to take over a station in case of an emer

gency. This would only be possible if suppression crews

are given as adequate training as wardens, forest guards,

and lookouts.

With the above points in mind, I have attempted to

work out a fireschool manual that, in my opinion, covers

the subjects men in all phases of fire suppression should

know. The courses outlined in this thesis are condensed

so that a person could set up a fireschool and have all

the courses he needs at his finger tips. Many of the

courses outlined here are those the Oregon State Board of

Forestry uses in its fireschools. My objective was to

bring all the known courses in fire suppression into one

manual in such a manner that anyone could quickly set

up a fireschool and would not have to hunt through count

less manuals and handbooks for the simple information

needed.

This thesis is divided in two parts. Part I deals

with preparing to instruct and methods of instructing$

part II deals with a possible fireschool program and

the courses that should be taught.
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PART I

GETTING READY TO INSTRUCT

METHODS OF TRAINING
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Chapter two Getting Ready to Instruct

Any intelligent person can instruct a course if

he carefully plans his work and applies a few simple

principles of instruction.

First of all the instructor must get thoroughly

acquainted with his subject. If the trainees get the

idea that the instructor knows little of what he is

talking about, they soon will lose interest and cease

to pay any attention to him.

The instructor should obtain all the information

he can on how much the men know about the subject.

He should know what size group he will have to teach.

The length of the course will depend on how much is

expected the students should know and learn, the im

portance of the job, and length of the fireschool.

Here is where many schools fall down. Too little time is

spent with each course to see that the men really

learn the job.

Before an instructor thinks about starting to teach

a class, he should have the following points in mind.

1. Time table

2. Job breakdown

3. Equipment and materials on hand

4. Work place arranged before hand
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Time table

A training time table is based on a number of points;

leave, turnover, performance, present work load, future

work load. These factors must be taken into consider

ation before an instructor prepares his course.

Job breakdown

Having a job breakdown is very important. Using

this method the instructor will have a complete picture

of the points he must cover. The following are the

three important steps in a job breakdown.

1. Properly identifying the job

2. List the important steps

3. Determine the key points of each important step

The instructor should be specific in identifying the

job. day the main steps should be listed and these can

be found by doing the job, by referring to written

instruction, or mentally doing the job. With each main

step of the course, the instructor should put down the

key points of each step. These key points could be on

things that might go wrong, safety on the job, damage

to the equipment, and tricks of the trade.

The following is a sample of a job breakdown:

Identify the job -— How to inspect an axe

Important steps Key points

*• Bit 1. Sharp



2. Handle

3. Mounting

4. Ownership
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Bevel

Flaws

Shape

Temper

2. Smooth

Straight

Flaws

Size and shape

Twist

3. Tight

Straight

Shoulder

Flush

Wedge

4. Brand

Color

Equipment and material on hand

Equipment and material should be on hand so ,that

each trainee has material to work with. If men are allow

ed to sit idle, their attention soon will be lost.

A place should be had so that the trainee can go

to a designated spot for the instruction. If time has to

be spent looking for a class room or field problem,

the trainees will lose interest ih the course. If every

thing is done on time and in an efficient manner, the
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trainees will keep their minds on the instruction

at hand.
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Chapter three Methods of Training

Whether individual or group training is used,

the four point method of instruction should be used

in either ©f the tv/o cases. The following points

should be considered:

1. Acquainting with the job

2. Showing how to do the job

3. Doing the job

4. Testing and follow up

Acquainting with the job

Here a new person is given the reasons for the

job. He is shown how his job fits with the overall

fire plan. He is told that his job is important for

the success of his district's fire control plan.

Here is where many districts fall down in training

fire suppression crews. Little or no thought is given

to make a new man of the crew feel that his job is

a vital one. Consequently many cases of lack of interest

in the job occurs and in many cases, boys who quit

or had tdb:e let go could have become good men with a

little training at the beginning of the season.

Showing how to do the job

In group training this point generally is not as

well handled as it is in individual training. Not enough
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time is spent with each individual. More time should

be allotted for each course with fewer men in a class

so that more attention can be given to each student.

Competent instructors should be had for each course.

Preschools for instructors would help to train instructors

for specific courses. Here they can be taught the necessary

technique of making a course interesting and full of life.

Extreme care should be taken in choosing instructors.

They need not have had previous experience, but they

should be intelligent enough to be able to follow the

simple procedures outlined in this manual. A person

who shows little enthusiasm for teaching should never

be called upon to instruct a group. The lack of interest

will quickly carry from the instructor to the students.

The course should be planned well in advance of the time

for the class. The instructor should have clearly in

mind what he is going to say the whole time the class is

in session. Time should be so allotted in such a manner

that at least half or more of the period is spent by the

trainees actually doing the job with the help of instructor

and men qualified to assist him.

Doing the job

This third point is very vital. Classes in many

fireschools are only lecture courses without any

practical experience. Telling someone how to do some

thing and not having the person do the job usually
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leads to uncertainty in the person.

The instructor should have enough material on hand

so that each trainee in the class can get actual ex

perience in doing what the instructor has talked about.

The instructor should continually check to see that

each person is doing the job right. Students should be

impressed upon to always be correct, to continually

check for errors, and to always do the job to the best

of their ability.

Testing and follow up

Without testing the trainee and constantly check

ing him to see if he has mastered what he has been

taught, errors that are bound to occur will be over

looked. The trainees will generally keep their full

attention on the instructor if they know that they

will be tested on what they should learn. When the

trainees get out on the job, their superiors should

keep in touch with the men to see that the job is

done accurately. The effeciency of the district will

stay on a high level if adequate testing and follow

up inspections are maintained after the fireschool.
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PART II

Possible Fireschool Program

Courses That Should be Taught
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Chapter four Possible Program For a Four Day Fireschool

Generally the Forest Service and State fireschools

are of only three days duration. The author feels that

a four day fireschool would not hamper the protection

plans of the district but would greatly increase the

effe'ciency of the district's personnel by allowing

more time for each course.

The following program is planned on the above basis.

Inexperienced Men

First Day

8:00-8:50 Public relations and policies of the organ

ization

9:00-9:50 All reports and forms used in the organization

10:00-11:50 Use, care, and safety of fire tools

Lunch

1:00-4:50 Pacing and compass reading

Second Day

8:00-8:50 Radio procedure and care

9:00-10:50 Telephone maintenance

11:00-11:50 Maintenance and care of equipment and buildings

Lunch

1:00-3:50 Map reading

4:00-4:50 Fire mapping
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Third Day

8:00-8:50 Progressive method of line building

9:00-11:50 Control of small fires

Lunch

1:00-4:50 Fire chasing problem

Fourth Day

8:00-11:50 Lookout training

1. Orientation of firefinder

2. Location of firefinder

3. Reporting fires

4. Taking weather

Lunch

1:00-3:50 Operation of pumper trucks, pumps, and fog

equipment

4:00-5:50 Baseball
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Experienced Men

First Day

8:00-8:50 Public relations and policies of the district

9:00-9:50 All reports and forms used in the organization

10:00-11:50 Fire location

Lunch

1:00-1:50 Radio procedure

2:00-4:50 Discussion period on important problems of the

organization

Second Day

8:00-8:50 Personnel management

9:00-9:50 Principles of training

10:00-11:50 Law enforcement

Lunch

1:00-4:50 Lookout review

1. Orientation of the firefinder

2. Map reading review

3. Location of fires

4. Reporting of fires

Third Day

8:00-8:50 Progressive method of fireline building

9:00-11:50 Supervision of control of small fires

Lunch

1:00-4:50 Firechasing problem
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Fourth Day

8:00-11:50 Fire control and organization

Lunch

1:00-3:50 Operation of fog equipment, pumper trucks,

and pumps

4:00-5:50 Baseball
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Chapter five Land Subdivision

Instruction Suggestions

A. This course should be given to all the men in the fire

camp. To those men who have already had mapping ex

perience it will be an excellent review. For those who

are inexperienced, this course will be invaluable be

cause of the fact that fire chasing, detection, road

and trail layouts, and nearly every other forest endeaver

depends upon correlation of the map with the ground.

B. The course should be given by an individual who has

had lookout experience as well as complete knowledge of

mapping technique and terms.

C. The class should be held in a classroom or out of

doors dependent on the weather. It should immediately

precede a course on the use of the fire finder.

D. This course should be taught by means of demonstra

ted lecture.

E. The student should be given practical problems to

solve to drive home the things which they have just

learned.

F. All the mapping symbols should be illustrated and

explained.

G. When the course is finished give several practical

problems to determine what the trainees have learned.
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Lesson Outline

A. Initial point:

This is determined by astronomical observations.

The initial point in this region is located near Port

land.

1. Principal meridian: From this point a line is

extended north and south called the principal meridian.

The meridian in this region is called the Willamette

meridian. This is marked out as a straight line.

2. Base line: Also through the initial point is

extended a line east and west called the base line. The

base line is curved so that it is always at right angles

to a north and south line at any point.

3. Standard parallels: Lines similar to the base

line extending east and west through points on the prin

cipal meridian which are 24 miles apart. These are the

same as the base line except that they do not pass

through the initial point.

4. Guide meridians: Lines extended north and south

cutting the base line at points 24 miles apart.

Theoretically, this cuts the area into blocks 24 miles

square. However, meridians converge towards the north

eo that they are narrower at the top of the northern

side that at the bottom or southern side. While the east

and west boundaries should be 24 miles apart, they are

seldom so due to field measurement errors.
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5. Townships: These are six miles wide on a side.

The north and south lines extending through the base line

at six-mile intervals are known as range lines. The

east and west lines extending through the principal

meridian at six-mile intervals are known as township

lines. A series of townships situated north and south

of each other constitute a tier of townships. The tiers

of townships are numbered to both the north and south

in order beginning with the line at the base line as one.

The ranges are numbered to both the east and west begin

ning with number one at the principal meridian. The

combination of numbers north and south with those of

east and west definitely locates the township with re

ference to the rest of the land area in the system.

Thus township 4 south, range 6 east, is in the fourth

tier of townships south of the base line and in the

sixth tier of tov/nships east of the principal meridian.

This would read, T 4 S, R 8 E, Wm.

6. Sections: These are made by the division of

tovraships into sections each one mile square and containing

640 acres. This is done by the division of the town

ship into squares by lines a mile apart run east and

west and north and south through the township. The

sections are distinguished from one another by number

ing them consecutively starting at the northeast corner

of the township.
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Subdivision of sections are made by dividing the sections

into quarters, quarters again, and then into halves.

G s 4- 3 z /

7 8 9 to u 12.

i% 17 /6 is 14- 13

IS 10 11 Z.2 23 %4

zo 1$ za 27 U If

3/ 32
3J

34- 33" 3(>

745

R BE

B. Legal description

In the reading of land subdivisions, the procedure

is to start with the smallest subdivision. Thus a legal

description will read, »J, NE4, NWj, S 10, T4S, R8E, Wm.

Hov/ever, in reporting fires the township and range are

given first to allow the platter to be able to quickly

place his finder on the approximate area and then narrow

it down as description is read.

C. Field marking

Section lines: Where section lines pass through

living trees, they are marked by blazes and hacks. Two

"X" shaped hacks are cut one above the other into trees

which stand on the line. These blazes are cut into the

side on which the line intersects the tree. If the trees

marked are off the line within 33 feet, blazes are cut

on the side quartering to the line. The farther the

tree is from the line the closer the blazes will be
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to one another. At 33 feet they will be together.

Corners: Section corners and quarter corners are

marked on the ground by means of an iron pipe with a

brass head, a rock, or a post. In green timber if trees

are available, the section corners are marked by four

and the quarter corners by two witness trees.

Section line boards: These are used to mark the

intersection of a section line with a road or trail.

A tack in the section line indicates the position of

the board on the line, and the board indicates the dis

tance and direction to the section or quarter section.

Crosses: A cross cut into a tree along a road or

trail also indicates a section line crossing. Horizontal

bars each representing 330 feet are cut under the cross

to indicate the distance to the section corner. A blaze

is cut on the side of the tree facing in the direction

of the corner.
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Map Reading

Instruction Suggestions

A. The purpose of this lesson is to enable the trainee

to understand the use of maps, the symbols, and the

types of maps.

B. Illustrate the various symbols that are commonly

used in mapping work.

C. Give practical problems in the use of each type of

map.

D. Make sure that each trainee is familiar with contours

and what they mean.

Lesson Outline

A. Requirements of a map:

The requirements of a map depend upon the use to

which it is to be put. In general the things that should

appear on a map are:

1. The length of all lines shown.

2. The location of the tract with reference to the

principal meridian.

3. The position and names of all roads, streams,

and landmarks.

4. The position and name of each monument set.

5. The direction of the meridian.

6. A legend or key to the symbols used that are

other than common ones.
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7. A graphic scale with a note stating the scale.

8. A neat and appropriate title generally stating

the purpose of the map, the name of the tract

mapped, or the name of the project on which the

map is to be used, the contour intervals if

contours are used, the name of the draftsman,

and the date.

More or less of the following items may be added
tr

according to the useAwhich the map will be put:

Map symbols

County line

Boundary monuments

Roads, good ~i

Roads, secondary

Trails ...,---

Trails, way ..-..

River

Telephone along trails

Flume i—}

Bridge

Ranger headquarters £
Guard station fe-

Lookout @)

Creek

Intermittent stream

Falls ffrf-

=*=*=

->



Ford

Section line marker

Railroad ' I ' ' ' ' I ' • ' •

Telephone across country —^-

Telephone across roads -' •• ••

-24-

X-. wT_

Triangulation station ^

Bench mark XBM

Corral

Lake

Forest camp f7\_

House or cabin JW

Saw mill tm

Tool cache ^

Mine or quarry 9f®

Mine tunnel , V__

Mountain peak ^

Small town

Reservoir and dam

Spring o- ^

Spring and water trough /o>—> /

Well J27

Wet meadow or bottom grassland ,~'Jj* "" ^

Ridge ^ ;; l-.^/<
By having the symbols common to a map the individ

ual attempting to use the map can obtain his information

from it effectively and quickly. Special legends are
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often used and when this is true the trainee should plan

on learning them immediately.

B. Scale:

The scale of a map is the relative proportion which

a given lin^ear horizontal distance on the map bears to

that same distance on the ground. Thus a scale of one-

half inch to the mile means that one-half inch on the

map represents one mile on the ground. All distances are

measured horizontally.

C. Types of maps:

Cadastral maps: Large scale maps which show the

features of land but also show the position of land lines

and reference monuments, the ownership of property, and

in more or less detail the nature and extent of im

provements. This is the most common type of map in use.

Topographic maps: 'i'hese maps show the relief of the

ground so that the elevations may be determined by in

spection. The relief is usually shown by contour lines

drawn through points of equal elevation. Such maps often

shown many of the features of the cadastral maps.

Hydrographic maps: These maps show the shore lines,

the location and depth of soundings, and usually the

topographic and other features of lands adjacent to the

shores.

Special maps: There are numerous other maps for

special purposes such as railroad maps, irrigation maps,
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road maps, and recreational maps each of which serves

a specialized purpose.

D. Orientation of map:

The top of the map is always north. Most of the

lettering is so placed that it can be easily read when

the north end is away from the body.

With the compass: Merely place the compass on the

map so that one side of the compass coincides exactly

with a north and south section, range, or meridian line

on the map. Then revolve map and compass together until

the needle reads zero. The map will then be oriented

to true north.

Without compass: If the position is known on the

ground, only one additional topographic point is necess

ary to orient the map. If on one point draw a line on

the map through the point on which you are standing and

some other known point that can be seen. Then line up

the two points by sighting along the line drawn on the

map, and it will be oriented. If not sure of position

two or more points are needed. Find two points that

are in line from where you stand and draw a line

through them on the map. Lay the map on the ground,

sight along the line on the map through the two known

points, and the map will be oriented to the true north.
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Chapter six Care and Use of the Compass

Lesson One Parts of the Compass

Instruction Suggestions

A. The compass described in this lesson is the ordinary

hand compass used by the Forest Service and the Oregon

State Board of Forestry.

B. The main purpose of this lesson is to acquaint the

students with the parts of the compass. The second and

third parts of this chapter will deal with the use of the

compass.

C. The instructor should point out each part of the

compass to the trainees.

D. If the class has had some compass work and the

instructor considers this lesson unnecessary, it can

be omitted and the instructor can start directly with the

use of the compass.

Lesson outline

A. The compass box is a circular case of brass or aluminum

with a glass top so built as to practically exclude moisture.

The box is made of one of these metals because they do

not attract the magnetic needle.

B. The compass needle is a steel bar pointed at the ends,

and balanced carefully on a needle pointed pivot in the

center of the box. The needle rests on a jeweled bearing.

The north pointing end of the needle is usually marked by

a small engraved arrow. On the south end of the needle
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a small weight of wire is attached to compensate for the

downward dipping tendency of the north end of the needle.

When allowed to move freely, the compass needle will swing

from side to side until it comes in a north and south

position.

C, The needle stop consists of a brass lever and screw

for clamping the needle against the glass or the compass

box, thus raising the needle off of the pivot to prevent

wearing of the pivot when the compass is carried,

D, The four principal points of the compass are north,

south, east, and west. A complete circle is divided into

360 degrees. When the compass is thus divided, it is known

as an azimuth compass. When it is divided into four quadrants

of 90 degrees each, it is known as a quadrant compass.

These degrees are marked on a circle inside the compass

box, and the circle is so placed that the ends of the

needle almost touch the graduated circle so the degrees

are easily read. The quadrants are marked from north and

south, both of which are zero, and east and west are

marked 90 degrees.

E, The sighting line is usually a white line marked in the

top of the compass cover so that when the cover is open the

line is at the north end of the compass.
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Lesson two Declination, Variation, Local Attraction

Instruction Suggestions .

A. Declination can probably be taught most easily by

establishing a true north and south line along which the

trainee can sight,

B. For this lesson the compass should not have the declin

ation set off.

C. Demonstrate the fact that the needle points several

degrees off true north. Then set the proper declination

on the compass so that although the needle still points

to magnetic north, and reads zero, the line of sight is

set on true north.

D. Variation can be discussed with the class, but since

it is comparatively unimportant no great amount of time

should be spent on it.

E. Demonstrate local attraction with an axe or some other

metal object.

Lesson Outline

Declination

The compass needle points in a northerly direction

but does not point exactly to true north. True north is the

direction which, if followed, would lead exactly to the

north pole.

True north may be ascertained by sighting on the

north star. The compass needle, instead, points to the
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magnetic north pole which is several hundred miles from

the north pole. The angle between the magnetic north pole

and the true north pole is called the magnetic declination.

This angle varies from place to place. Declinations have

been observed and recorded at a number of places. Lines

that connect points of equal declination are called iso-

gonic lines. It so happens that at a number of places the

declination is zero and the compass needle points to

true north. The line connecting these points is called the

agonic line. This agonic line runs across the United States

approximately from the corner of South Carolina, Georgia,

and the ocean, northward across South Carolina, North

Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan.

East of this line the compass points west of true north

and the declinations are called west declinations. West

of the agonic line the compass needle points east of true

north and the declinations are called east declinations.

In Northern Maine the declination amounts to 21 degrees

west declination.

Variation

The angle between magnetic north and true north,

that is, the declination, does not remain constant for

any given place. The changes in the value of the declina

tion are called variations of the declination.

1. Secular variation
Secular variation means the slow change through
the years. The agonic line is moving slowly west-
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ward and declinations are consequently affected.

The secular amounts to a few degrees over a period

of 50 years.

2. Daily variation

The compass needle varies about 7 minutes of arc

each day. In the morning the needle swings east

until about 9 o'clock then swings west until

about one or two o'clock. Then it swings slowly

east again until about 6 o'clock, where it remains

practically steady during the night. This variation

has little or no effect on the ordinary work of the

compass.

3. Irregular variations

The compass needle is subject to irregular var

iations due chiefly to magnetic storms. These

storms are uncertain in character and cannot be

predicted. They are, however, usually observed

whenever there is a display of Aurora Borealis.

The variation amounts to as much as 20 minutes in

the United States,

In spite of these variations, the compass is a re

liable instrument and under most cases, the user need

concern himself only with the determination of the dec

lination. The compass is the simplest instrument for

determining direction from a detached point.
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Local attraction

Any iron or steel objects such as axes, tapes, chain

pins, knives, etc., will attract the needle. Electric wires

have the same effect. Deposits of iron ore or other mag

netic materials will also deflect the needle. In using

the compass, care should be taken to keep iron or steel

objects away from the compass. Loci attraction can be

determined by reading the bearing of a line from both

ends of the line. If the bearings differ, local attrac

tion is pr esent at either or both ends.

Lesson three Reading the Compass

Instruction Suggestions

A. This class should be held where little or no local

attraction will disturb the needle.

B. Be sure that all of the trainees understand the reversed

position of the east and west.

C, Have each of the students take actual readings and give

them to you so that you may check their accuracy.

D, Be sure that each trainee holds the compass correctly.

Lesson Outline

A, Holding the compass

The compass is held cupped in the hands with the fore

arm straight from the body and elbows pressed to the sides

of the body. In order to be effective, the compass must

be held in a level plane and must be steady. This position

will hold the compass steady and at the same time permit

it to be read easily.
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B. Reading bearings

Turn the compass slowly until the north end of the

needle is exactly opposite the 0 at the north end of the

compass box. The sight line as observed on the top of the

compass cover is now on a magnetic north line.

Quadrant compass — Turn the compass slowly about 45

degrees to the right to northeast. Note that the needle

remains stationaryj the compass box turns. To read the

bearing, start from north, count by tens to the last

numbered mark then count the degrees to the needle. Assume

the reading to be 46 degrees, the bearing would then be

north 46 degrees east. Always read the bearing from north

or south to east or west.

Azimuth compass — In the case of the azimuth compass

the graduate circle merely is divided into 360 degrees.

This type of compass is particularly valuable in fire

chasing work because the shots from lookouts to fires are

also based on this 360 azimuth circle. In this connection

it eliminates many possibilities for error when errors

may mean fires that get away.

It often becomes necessary to change azimuth readings

to quadrant readings in the field when the fire chaser

finds himself with a quadrant compass and an azimuth read

ingto the fire. To do this without error the fire chaser

must have a clear picture of the two circles. If the az

imuth reading is less than 90 degrees, the quadrant reading
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would be the same figure in the northeast quadrant. Thus,

an azimuth of 87 degrees would be changed to N87 degrees E.

If the reading is more than 90 degrees but less than

180 degrees subtract the reading from 180 degrees. Thus,

a reading of 165 degrees would be 180-165 or S15E.

If the reading is more than 180 degrees but less than

270 degrees subtract 180 from the reading. Thus a reading

of 260 degrees would equal 260-180 or S80W. If the reading

is more than 270 degrees but less than 360 degrees subtract

the reading from 360. Thus, a reading of 310 would equal

360-310 or N50W.

C. The east and west marks on the compass plate

Note that when the line of the compass was turned to

N E the needle, remaining stationary, apparently marked a

reading in what would be the northwest quarter of the com

pass box. If the W was marked in the site of the compass

that it should be, the bearing would then apparently read

NW unless the user changed the reading. To avoid chances

of error the E and W are reversed on the compass so that

the bearing of the line of sight may be read directly.

With this arrangement it is almost impossible for the

compassman to read the wrong bearing as he can always tell

by a glance at the north end of the needle and the letters

NES and W on the compass plate, in which direction he is

sighting, though errors are occasionally made by reading

the wrong end of the compass needle.
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Lesson four Running Straight Compass Lines

Lesson Outline

A. When running a compass line the compass is not carried

in the hands while walking along the supposed direction

of line of sight.

When starting from a given point to run out a given

compass bearing, take a sight on some object that is direct

ly on the line of sight that can be easily picked out. The

compass may then b e closed and the compassman can walk to

the point. If it is necessary to veer off the line to

avoid some obstacle, he may do so because when he arrives

at the point he will again be on the line of sight.

B. Rules for the use of the compass

1. Hold the compass so that the needle will swing

free and is evenly balanced.

2. Hold the compass so that the eye easily utilizes

the line of sight to line up true targets ahead. The best

way to do this is by the method described in lesson three.

3. Cultivate the habit of checking backsights and

foresights. Quite often mineral deposits will cause the

compassman to follow an untrue line. The needle is pull

ed to these deposits just as it is pulled to the magne

tic pole. If, having checked his backsight, a compass

man finds he is not following a straight line, he should

go back, check his foresight and previous backsight and

then move ahead off setting to c orrect this pull. An

easy way of doing this is to set two stakes on the line
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that is known to be correct and then move on by lining

up a third stake with the two already driven. This pro

cess may be repeated until the line is across the zone

of attraction.

4. When using the azimuth compass the backsight is

determined by the following rule. If the bearing is less

than 180 degrees, add 180 to the bearing. If the bear

ing is more than 180 degrees, subtract 180 from the bear

ing.

5. When using a quadrant compass the backsight is

the same degree reading but in the opposite quadrant.

If the foresight is N 45 W the backsight will be S 45 E.

Be careful and certain in all work with the compass.

6. If the needle is sluggish tap the glass cover to

make the needle move to the reading,

C, Common Errors

The following common errors in. reading the compass

should be guarded against.

1. Reading the wrong end of the needle.

2. Not letting the needle down on the pivot.

3. Reading the wrong side of the 10 degree, that is,

61 degrees instead of 59 degrees.

4. heading a needle which, on account of dullness or

improper centering of the pivot or improper level

ing of the compass, comes to rest slightly off its

natural free swing pivot.
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Chapter seven Fire Chasing

Lesson one Receiving Information

Instruction Suggestions

A, As far as is possible, simulate the conditions as they

will be in the field. Have a radio set up and use it to

give the information about smokes to practice the re

ceiving of information,

B, Emphasize particularly the necessity for getting all

the information that is likely to be needed. Once the

fireman has left the phone or radio he must rely on the

information he has gathered. No more will be forthcoming.

C, This lesson can be conducted indoors and may be given

as an evening lesson,

D, The trainees should have notebooks and pencils for the

taking of notes,

E, Make sure that they understand the use of the compass

and the use of maps.

Lesson Outline

A. Importance of fire chasing

The fireman's principal job is the finding and putting

out of fires. Before a fire can be put out it must be found.

If the fire is not to attain large proportions it must be

found quickly, particularly under certain conditions.

If the objective of finding all fires while they are

still small enough to put out by small crews is reached,

many of these fires will be very difficult to find. The
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fireman must rely not only on physical prowess of being

able to stand sustained periods of walking but must use

all of the ingenuity that he possesses. He is fighting

against time because time is aiding the fire to get a

good start.

Fire chasing is of equal importance with fire fight

ing. They are the important parts of a fireman's job.

B, Preparation necessary

The effectiveness of the fire chaser depends on his

getting away in the least possible time. His supplies and

equipment should be prepared in advance and should usually

consist of:

1. Small supply of lookout forms

2. Map of the country

3. A good compass

4. Small ruler

5. Protractor

6. The regular prepared pack containing supplies,
shovel, pulaski, water bag and pump and blanket.

C Receiving information

When a fire is reported it is important that the date

furnished by the lookout and the platting officer be written

in full.

The following information is needed:

Observed from: The fireman wants to knew what lookout can

see the fire.

Azimuth: To compute backsights and get the lookout's line

of sight.
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Distance: This is needed mainly to check location.

Vertical angle? Needed to spot locations on panoramic

photographs.

Location by legal subdivision: Needed to spot the location

on the map and to locate the fire in the field by survey

markings.

Volume, character, and color of smoke: Needed as a guide

in picking up the smoke and in telling what kind of fire

may be expected.

Smoke drifting from: Needed to guide fireman to right or

left of line of sight if fire is not easily found.

Base of smoke (notV sighted: Tells the fireman whether or

not he can backsight to the lookout from the vicinity of

the fire.

Location by local landmarkst These often serve better to

identify the location of the fire and may give the fire

man starting points from which to run a compass line.
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Lesson two Traveling to the Fire

Instruction Suggestions

A. Emphasize the need for the utmost speed. However, it

must also be emphasized that speed should not be carried

to the extreme of leaving without proper equipment or

information.

B. Emphasize that everything should be in readiness for a

possible fire call at all times. Part of the. fireman's job

is to see that all equipment and transportation facilities

are in readiness for any emergency.

C. Point out that it is also part of his job to learn the

country by every practical means at his disposal.

D. At the close of the lesson hold time trials under actual

conditions to see how fast the trainees can decide on a

route to a particular point, gather their equipment,

and get away.

E. Have on hand all the equipment used by the fireman.

Lesson Outline

A. Preparation

The fireman must be ready to go at any time of the

day or night during the fire season.

His car must be gassed and oiled and checked after

every trip.

His equipment must be put in readiness after every

trip and checked occasionally if it has not been used

over a period of time.
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The fireman should keep posted currently as to all

of the available help in his district should an emergency

P
arise. This includes such temperary help as campers and

fishermen as well as stockman, ranchers, woodcutters,

organized crews, etc., in and near his district.

B. Determination of route

After recording the needed information, the dispatcher

and the fireman should agree as to the best and shortest

route.

Consult the map no matter how well the fireman

knows the district.

Sometimes the route may be changed slightly to allow

the fireman to go to the lookout reporting the fire in

order to get a look at the fire himself. This is done

only when the lookout is very near what would ordinarily

have been the route of travel. The route of travel may

also be changed to pick up additional help.

C. Get-a-way

Get-a-way time is defined as the time from the

completion of the report to the fireman's actual start

for the fire. Desirable standards are as follows:

By foot or automobile 3 minutes or less

&y saddle horse 5 minutes or less

By pack and saddle horse 10 minutes or less

The above standards should be met as much as possible,

but it is more important to leave a minute or two later

and get all necessary information if more is needed.
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D, ^raveling to the fire

Travel to the fire must be continuous unless in

terrupted by illness or accident.

The fireman should go as far as he can at night, and

if he cannot find the fire because of darkness he should

place himself as near to it as possible, ready to get to

the fire at the crack of dawn.

Utilize highways, forest roads, and trails as much

as is possible. Cross-country travel should be shortened

as much as the road and trail system will permit.

Lesson three Finding the Fire

Instruction Suggestions

A. Use demonstration methods in the field to illustrate

the different methods of finding the fires,

B. Give the trainee problems to work out. Probably these

will have to be worked out on paper but wherever possible

have them work them out in the field.

C. In the practical problems that are listed, the instruc

tor should illustrate the other alternatives that might

be taken on the same problem,

D. Allow open discussion on each problem.

E. Review the method of changing foresights to backsights.

F. Have the trainees work out problems in changing

backsights and foresights and in figuring tangent offsets.

G. when this lesson is completed take the trainees to the

field to work on previously laid out problems in fire

chasing.
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Lesson Outline

A. The vicinity of the fire

Under most circumstances in which accurate informa

tion has been obtained, it is fairly simple for the fire

man to get to the vicinity of the fire as it is platted.

When the fireman has reached theyicinity of the fire,

he must then locate it as quickly as is possible. The

local conditions will determine which method he will use

to actually find the fire. If the fire is known to be

very near a certain prominent local landmark, all that

may be necessary is the climbing of a tree to locate the

smoke that may be rising.

B. Methods of finding fires

1. Correlation of map and ground location^

2. Getting on a lookout's line of sight by back-

sighting.

3. Locating a fire from a known point on road or

trail or from local landmarks.

4. Gridiron method.

5. tty use of protractor and compass to determine

two point intersection in field.

6. Application of compass and protractor to obtain

locations.

7. Tangent offset

8. Two point intersection

Supplementary methods: It is nearly always necessary

to use more than one method to find each fire that the
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fireman is sent to. As aids to the above methods some

or all of the following are often used with them.

1. Utilizing local openings or points for observation.

2. Climbing trees for view,

3, Locating by smell from the windward side of fire.

4. Direction of smoke drift.

5, Utilizing the information as to volume and character

of smoke, timber type, whether or not base of fire was

sighted,

6, Running compass course at night, Tv/o men with lights

should work together.

C. Practical problems

Determine location on road or trail by compass read

ing: Spread out a map of the country and by looking at

local landmarks quickly find his location.

Section lines are often marked at points where they

intersect roads and trails. Reference to the map fixes

the location. Usually the fireman will know within a

mile or so where he is and the section line will tell

him exactly.

Sometimes a break in the trees will enable the view

of a prominent peak or some other landmark marked on the

map. Lay out the map, locate the peak on the map, take

a reading on the peak with the compass, and plot the

reversed reading from the peak to where it crosses the trail.

This is the spot on which the fireman is standing.
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Setting on lookout's line of sight to fire by ob

servation from ridge: A fireman may have onOy the line of

sight of the lookout to the fire and the information that

the fire is between the lookout and a certain ridge. By

going to the ridge he may find a spot that is on the line

of sight and by reversing the reading he can run the line

to the fire.

If the lookout is not visible from the point on the

line of sight but is from another, he may estimate the

distance he is away by setting his compass on a reading

corresponding to a backsight on the lookout's reading and

estimating the distance from the lookout to the point

where his backsight cuts the dountry. He can then pace

the distance on the ridge, set off the backsight again

and run to the fire.
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Getting to the fire's edge by locating the fire in

reference to landmarks in the field: It may be that the

fireman will sight his fire long before he gets to it.

When this happens it is well to locate the fire on the

map in reference to all landmarks available so that when

the fireman can no longer see the fire he will have other

landmarks to go by. This also affords an opportunity to

check the lookout's location by a cross-shot.

A,
L.O.

In the above illustration the fireman climbed to

a high point and from there he could see the fire. He took

a reading on the fire and platted this cross-shot on his

map. The intersection with the lookout's line of sight

gave him the definite location of the fire. He then noticed

this platted location in reference to the road, the cabin,

and ridge and decided that his best route would be to go

due south until he hit the road, hike down the road to the

trail, up the trail to the cabin, and then almost due east

to the fire.
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A two point intersection in the field from which a

compass reading to a platted fire can be figured: The

fireman may find himself in back country at a point

where he doesn't know his position. If he can work him

self to a position from which two landmarks are visible,

he can sight on these landmarks, reverse the compass

reading, and plat his own location by running these re

versed lines of sight from the landmarks until they in

tersect. This is the point at which he is standing. From

this point on the map he can draw a line to the platted

location of the fire as given by the lookout. By orienting

his protractor over his position as platted on the map,

he can read the azimuth to the fire and proceed to it.

r
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Getting around obstacle on the line of sight: The

fireman following a compass course to the fire may en

counter an obstacle that will prevent his staying on his

compass course.

In many instances it will be fairly simple to mark

a tree or some other object and then proceed to the other

side and take a backsight to get on the compass course.

If the above is not possible, he will have to rely-

on mathematical calculations. This may be done in the

following ways:

line

•*r *i. 90

Turn a 90 degree angle, offset far enough to clear

the obstacle, continue parallel to the original line of

travel until the obstacle is cleared, return to the original

compass line, and continue to the fire. Each angle turned

will be 90 degrees.
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L^we o"f
Az. ?£>* v

Angle of 45 degrees may be turned from the original

line and a distance great enough to clear the obstruction

paced before turning a 90 degree angle back to the line.

In this case both legs of the triangle are equal.
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Figuring distance to lookout's line of sight by the

tangent offset method: A fireman may reach a point from

which he can see the lookout who gave a reading on a fire

and from which he knows his distance. By the tangent off

set the fireman may calculate his distance from the line

of sight of the lookout, turn a right angle and proceed

to the line of sight. Once on the line of sight, he

follows it to the fire.

This method is based on the fact that the tangent of

one degree at one mile is approximately 92 feet. Stated

in minutes, the tangent of one minute at one mile is

approximately l£ feet.

L.O. L,^ pj 5l
l~0.

*•<_

71 **ox< c3Ti 80'

0<s*t.\,tctie>* p„,*,/-
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Getting on the fire's edge by gridironing: This

method is used where fires are very small and the fire

man, after arriving in the vicinity of the fire, finds

himself unable to locate it.

/
/

/

/ F*»-t^HAH j^+s a„ /,»c 0j. ^kj. f^^

When smoke drift is heavy in the locality of the fire

it is often desirable to gridiron the area. In this pro

cedure the fireman runs on the lookout's line of sight

until he believes he should be very near to the fire

because of the smoke intensity, smell, or description

of location. He notices direction of drift; runs by the

dense smoke area; turns a right angle; runs a distance

twice as far as he figures he can see the fire; turns a

right angle back; runs beyond the smoke area again; and

so on gridironing towards the apparent source of the smoke

until he finds the fire. Y
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The methods of finding fire that have been outlined

in the preceding pages are fairly exact ways of getting

to a fire. There will come times when these methods will

have to be used, however, experience in the field has

indicated that generally few of these methods are

ordinarily employed.

If the fireman learns his district thoroughly, can

correlate the terrain with his gap, and know how to pick

out the drainages, he will generally get to a fire much

faster and easier than if he took off on a compass course

across country.
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Chapter eight Measurement of Distance

Lesson one Pacing

Instruction Suggestions

A. This lesson is fundamental to fire chasing and therefore

must be given as a pre-requisite to that course.

B. The lesson must be taught by someone who has had ex

perience in pacing.

C. At the end of the lesson take the trainees out in the

field and have them practice on the measurement of pre-

measured courses that have been previously laid out.

D. Be sure that all of the trainees understand the reasons

for measurement of slope and how to allow for it.

E. After the trainees have completed the lesson, insist

that they go back to the measured course and check their

pacing from time to time. The most experienced woodsman

must do this occasionally.

Lesson Outline

A. Purpose

The woodsman is very often interested in rough es

timates of distances which may be arrived at without delay.

Pacing affords such a means for the determination of a

rough measurement.

It is easy to obtain the distance to a fire or some

other object from a section corner, a landmark, a point

on a road or trail by consulting a good map of the country.

As speed is essential in fire chasing, the most adaptable

method in running out this determined distance on the

ground is pacing.
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Pacing is also important in determining the size of

fires.

Pacing may also be used to run down land corners by

pacing the distance from a known corner to the one desired.

The ability to pace accurately is, therefore, an

important phase of the woodsman's training.

B. Horizontal distance

All distances shown on maps are horizontal distances.

That is, they are distances measured without taking into

account the topography of the ground. In traveling over

broken country, one will travel a great deal more distance

than is shown on the map.

The slope of the ground, if it is considerable, affects

the length of the step. The horizontal distance covered by

each step is shortened whether one goes up or down hill,

C, The natural pace

A natural pace is two steps. In pacing, it is usually

considered best to count each time the right foot hits the

ground. In pacing one should walk at a natural walking

gait. Do not try to take a three-foot step. The effort to

maintain a three-foot pace will be tiring and will lower

the accuracy of the pacer in the long run if he finds it

necessary to pace any distance at all. Walk as naturally

as though you were not pacing at all.

To determine the length of your natural pace accur

ately, measure off a given distance of several hundred

feet on level ground. Count the average number of paces
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it takes to cover the measured distance. Divide the

length of the measured distance in feet by the average

number of paces it takes to cover the course, and

this will give the length of the natural pace.

Example: measured course, 1000 feet
number of paces, 182
1000 divided by 182, equal 5.5 or very
nearly 5^- feet

The simplest unit of measurement for pacing is the

number of paces to each 100 feet.

Example: Divide 100 feet by 5.5, equals 18 1/5 paces

to each 100 feet on the ground. The student should work

out the number of paces for one mile, a half-mile, a

quarter mile, etc. and memorize them for his own con

venience.

D. Corrections for slope

All land measurements or surveys are computed on a

basis of horizontal distances. On slopes the differences

between slope distance and horizontal distance varies

with the steepness of the slope. One should learn to

drop paces when going up or down hill.

The following table may be used as a guide:

slope Ascending Descending

step
60 1
30 2
20 3
10 6

skip
1

1

1

1

step skig
2 1

6 1

11 1

How to tally

One of the greatest difficulties in pacing and
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the element in which the greatest errors are made is

that of keeping track of the number of paces taken. It is

of the utmost importance to the fire chaser that he keep

an accurate count of the number of paces that he has taken.

Paces can be kept track of by picking up a pebble for

each 100 paces and a twig for every 500 or 100 paces; or

each 100 paces tallied in a notebook.

A metal instrument known as a tally-wacker which is

punched at every pace is probably the most accurate means

of keeping track of the number of paces. However, they

will not be found available very often.

F. To become efficient in pacing, practice is required.

When this lesson has been completed, it would be wise to

check your pace on the measured course several times a

week. In addition, practices along section lines in rough

country, along slopes, through brush, and other conditions

until accurate corrections can be made.
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Chapter nine Effects of Various Factors on Fires

Lesson one Effect of Fuels

Instruction Suggestions

A. Emphasize the importance of the kind of fuel and its

placement on the severity of the fire.

B. Enlarge on the points brought out or emphasized in the

lesson outline.

C. Illustrate the various types of fuels. If easily

accessible take the class to examples of different fuel

types.

Lesson Outline

Fire will not burn unless there is something for it

to feed on. One of the primary factors in the successful

control of fire is the realization that different fuel

conditions necessitate different methods of line location,

and different suppression methods.

A. Kinds of fuel,

One of the principal components of fire danger is fuel.

Fuels are constant or permanent with little or no varia

tion. Of all the component factors that go to make up fire

danger, fuels are the most important because fuels make

forest fires possible. Without fuels there would be no need

for fire protection.

Light fuels: The light fuels such as grass, light litter,

herbaceous vegetation, and pine litter are the most favor

able for the inception of fire. Fine sticks or particles
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of fuel are more quickly dried out and heated to the point

of combustion than are larger pieces.

Fine fuels cause the faster spread of fires. However,

in most cases the control of fires in fine fuels is much

easier than in heavier fuels. In some instances the fires

may be beaten out as in grass fires. A characteristic of

fires in fine fuels is that they travel very rapidly but

soon burn themselves out.

When fine fuels become so compact that the air is not

permitted free circulation, these lighter fuels burn very

slowly. Packed duff, sawdust etc., are examples of slow

burning light fuels. Fires in these packed fine fuels are

often difficult to put completely out because they hold

sparks when they are apparently out.

Heavy fuels: These fuels consist of down trees, logs,

heavy rotting material etc., that are rather difficult to

ignite but difficult to control when started. If the material

on the ground consists of heavy material only, the chances

of a fire starting are considerably lessoned. Fire in heavy

material is difficult to control because it becomes im

bedded in logs, deep duff, etc. where it is difficult to

expose and attack.

Fire in heavy fuels travels and burns slowly. From

that standpoint it is easier to get at the head of the

fire in an effort to control it. However, heavy material

generates more heat and holds fire longer.

In general it may be said that fire in heavy material

is easier to control but more difficult to put out. It
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taxes the mop-up crews to the limit to stay with a fire

in heavy material until it is out.

Light and heavy material: The most dangerous com

bination of fuels that can face a protective organization

is the combination of light and heavy fuels. When these

two elements are together the fire fighter is combating

the agencies for fast spread and for intense heat. Un

fortunately, this is the type most frequently encounter

ed.

Fuel volume coupled with fuel size and character

often determines the method of attack and the size of the

job. The fire fighter must immediately size up the fuel

conditions when he reaches the fire.

Fuel continuity and arrangement: If there is a given

volume of fuel, there are features of arrangement or posi

tion of the fuel that will influence the rate of spread

and the difficulty of control.

If these fuels are all on the ground and spread even

ly, the spread of the fire will likely be rapid and in all

directions. Control will be difficult and complete mop-

up will be hard to achieve.

If the same fuels are patchy, broken up by areas of

thinner fuels, skid roads, rocky areas, and barren spots,

the spread will be sporadic. Probably the control will be

easier because the patches of light areas will usually

make ideal natural fire breaks or places where line is
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quickly and easily constructed.

If the same fuels are partly on the ground and partly

in the air, such as snags, mossy trees etc., the spread

may be slower and the heat less intense. However, spotting

may occur, especially with a wind. In the case of a heavy

wind this condition would be the most dangerous and will

often result in crowning.

Fuel continuity and arrangement are often more im

portant than fuel volume and each case calls for different

tactics.

B. Fuel volume

The quantity or volume of fuel on a given area is

one of the most obvious factors of probable fire behavior.

If the volume is large the fire will be intense and diffi

cult to control. If the volume is small the fire will be

light and comparatively easy to control.

C. Moisture content of fuels

Inflammability of forest fuels is the most important

factor controlling fire hazard. Fire igniting a piece of

fuel must dry the wood before it actually catches fire.

The less water in the stick,, the shorter the period of

drying and consequently the faster the fire spreads.

There is a direct relationship between the severity

of the fire and the moisture content of the fuels. The

dryness of the fuels is considered to be the best indi

cator of the current degree of fire hazard.

Fuel with high moisture content burns slowly and gives
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off a small volume of heat.

Fuel moisture content is vitally important for the

following reasons:

1. The fuels which govern the rapidity of spread

are the top film of forest floor, the litter, grasses,

weeds, foliage, outer crust of logs, snags, etc., which

are exposed to the free circulation of air.

2. Hourly changes are taking place in the moisture

content of this material in response to the changes in

relative humidity of the atmosphere.

3. Not only does the atmosphere absorb moisture from

these materials but in turn they absorb moisture from

the atmosphere.

4. Often the exchange of moisture is so rapid as to

change these materials in a few hours from a state of

low inflammability to a state of high inflammability,

5. Red letter fire days are the result of extreme

low relative humidity periods extending over a compara

tively short time,

6. The measurement of the relative humidity at any

time of the day may be used as a burning index of these

materials,

7. An accurate prediction of the relative humidity

of the atmosphere means an accurate prediction of the

inflammability of the forest litter.
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Lesson 2 Effect of Weather

Instruction Suggestions

A. This lesson will be given to give the trainee a con

ception of the weather in planning fire control or pro

tection.

B. Emphasize the influence that the weather has on fuel

moisture content.

C. Enlarge on the points of the lesson outline.

D. Encourage trainee participation in the discussion.

Lesson Outline

A, Precipitation

Rain has a very direct influence on fire behavior.

If the rain and snow has been heavy throughout the spring,
the drying summer effect does not get in its work so soon.

When summer has set in and the forest fuels become

dry, rainfall will prevent any immediate fire danger and

will shut off going fires. However, this effect will not

last long if the period is short and another dry spell

sets in immediately. Rain, to be effective in changing true

forest conditions for any period of time must be of fairly
long duration.

B. Humidity

Fuel moisture content: As has already been pointed

out, the factor which affects fuel moisture most diredtly
is the relative humidity.

Relative humidity is the percentage of the actual
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moisture content that the air is holding in relation to

the total capacity of the air at the prevailing tempera

ture.

The amount of water in the air that is being drawn

into the fire materially affects the intensity of burning.

The increase of humidity is what causes fire to slow down

at night. On foggy days fires burn slowly due to high

humidity, and on cloudy days the effect of humidity is

noticeable•

Probable Fire Behavior

1. From 0% to 30% High to extreme inflammability

2. From 31% to 50% Moderatelyinflammable — will

catch fire readily and gain headway.

3. From 51% to 100% Fires smolder and spread slow

C. Wind

Wind is one of the most important factors govern

ing the action of a fire. Any wind increases the rate of

spread of a going fire to some degree.

Normally, wind currents are up a canyon during the

day. At night if the canyon is steep and not exposed to

prevailing winds, the direction will likely be down canyon.

Large fires may upset what may normally be expected

of wind currents. Any fire of from six to eight hundred

acres or more may be expected to create a wind of its own.

Winds affect a fire in the following ways:

1. They increase combustion by augmenting the normal
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supply of oxygen.

2. They tend to drive the flames and heated air out

of its natural upward course into a lateral direction

which increases combustion and spread in one direction by

bringing them closer to the ground on the lee side of the

fire on one side and farther away on the windward side.

3. They carry sparks and embers either into or ahead

of the fire.

4. They increase evaporation by carrying away the air

which has been absorbing moisture by contact with damp

surfaces and bringing in a new supply.

5. They may result in greatly lowering or increas

ing the relative humidity of a locality, depending on

whether they come from an arid or damp region.

D. Temperature

The temperature has very little direct bearing on

fire hazard. However, indirectly it is exceedingly im

portant as it controls the moisture holding capacity of

the air and hence effects the rate of evaporation.

For a given relative humidity, the fire hazard in

creases with the temperature. If the rate is fast, the

rate of spread will be fast or at least greatly aided. If

the rate is slow, it will serve to check the speed and

intensity of fire.
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Lesson three Effedt of Topography

Instruction Suggestions

A. Emphasize the importance of topography in the plan

ning of the attack on a given fire.

B. Attempt to give the trainee practical problems at the

end of the lesson to see if he has gotten the conception

of the effect of topography on fires.

C. Encourage discussion by the class.

Lesson Outline

A. Ridges and canyons

Ridges and canyons cause changes in air currents.

Those lying across the front of a fire tend to slow up

spread.

Rugged topography causes extreme exposure to wind

and sun of those fuels on south and west slopes. It also

affords shade and cooler temperatures on east and north

slopes.

B. Slope

The steepness of slope is a big factor governing the

spread of fires. The steeper the slope the faster the fire

will advance. Smooth, long, sustained slopes permit a fire

to gain momentum.

South and west slopes are more subject to drying

out than are east and west slopes. Thus fires will spread

faster on the south and west slopes. There is another

factor to consider, however, and that is the fact that

dry slopes will not have the abundance of fuel that wet
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slopes will have.

Slope is probably the most important factor in the

spread of fire. Slope tends to increase spread in the

following ways:

1. On steep slopes the unignited fuels above the fire

are closer to the flame, become heated, and catch fire

more quickly than if on level ground.

2. Wind currents are normally up hill and this tends

to push heat and flame against the ground and new fuels.

3. Slope causes burning embers to slide and roll down

hill into new fuels and thereby increases spread.

C. Altitude

Generally, the higher the altitude the dryer the site.

However, as the elevation gets higher the volume of fuel

becomes less and it is easier to control fire, other things

being equal.

Lesson four Effect of Forest Type

Instruction Suggestions

A. This lesson is given to give the trainee the effect

on fire behavior of the various types.

B. The class should be shown some examples of the different

forest types if it is possible.

C. Emphasize the fact that the forest type will play a

large role in the decision as to the method of attack and

the kind of tools that will be used.

D. Enlarge on the points in the lesson outline.
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Lesson Outline

A. Grass cover

In the spring and early summer before the grass

type of cover has dried out the succulence of the plants

prevents the start of fire and, if it does start on

adjoining land, will stop the rapid spread of the fire.

When the dry season is well along and the grasses

have become dry, fire will travel like wildfire. Its

speed of travel makes it difficult to control.

Grass obtains no protection from the sun and thus

is exposed to the full benefit of its evaporating powers.

B. Slashings

Slashings are not really a forest cover but a great

deal of land comes under the heading of slash land. A

great many of our major fires have started in slashing.

Unless slashings have been piled they are usually

evenly spread thus making the spread of any fire in them

rapid and in all directions.

Slashing is particularly dangerous because the slash

ing ordinarily occurs where the stand has been cle^r cut

or opened considerably so that the slash and other debris

has no protection from the sun. The fuel moisture content

of slashing in dry weather is nearly at the minimum.

Slashing fires are hard to controlbecause there is so

much fuel.

C. Brush and reproduction

Brush and reproduction also come under the class-
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ification of unprotected fuels. Brush, after it has lost

its succulence, is a flash fuel. In certain types, such

as buckbrush, control is difficult because it is so thick

as to make the construction of line a very slow process.

In green reproduction fire will not start readily

but once started spreads rapidly. The bark is thin with

lots of resin to help feed the fire and as soon as enough

heat has been generated to dry the leaves, the fire will

often jump to the crowns and run for a mile or more.

Reproduction is dangerous because of its low hang

ing limbs which make it particularly susceptible to

crowning.

D. Green timber

Green timber with a full canopy is the most resistant

to fire, and in green timber is usually easiest to control.

Green timber with a close canopy tends to do the

following:

1. Lower the temperature of the forest floor.

2. Raise humidity under the canopy.
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Chapter ten Suppression of Small Fires

Lesson one Objectives and Policies

Instruction Suggestions

A. This course may be given indoors or in the field prior

to the actual work on small fires.

B. The objectives discussed in the lesson outline are,

for the most part, those of the United States Forest

Service.

C. Emphasize the importance of observation.

D. Use the blackboard freely.

Lesson Outline

A. Objective

The principal objective of all fire suppression is to

confine the fire to as small an area as is possible. This

can only be done by immediate detection, quick action,

prompt arrival, and hard and effective fire fighting.

Control: The control of fire must be made as soon

as possible on the day of discovery. If this fails, the

objective is to control before 10 o'clock of the next

morning.

Small fires: Class A and class B fires are to be

completely extinguished to the last spark as quickly as

possible.

Large fires: Larger fires are to be mopped up as

quickly as possible to a point where they cannot §seape.

All fires: All class A, B, and C fires should be
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completely extinguished before abandonment. On larger

fires mop-up work will be done until the fire is safe.

Enough men must be retained until the fire is out if

necessary to insure safety.

B. Policies

Action: Action of every reported fire must be taken

at once. Delay is dangerous.

Reports of fires will usually come to the fireman

through the dispatcher. However, in seme cases reports come

through other channels. In these instances, if the dis

patcher or some other responsible person cannot be reach

ed, the fireman must take immediate action.

If an emergency arises, and the fireman considers

extra men necessary, he should hire them. His protective

organization will in every case grant him that emergency

power.

The fireman, or anyone responsible for suppression,

must be willing and capable of taking the initiative.

Night work: If the time of arrival at the fire is

after dark, the fire should be worked on immediately

unless there is unusual danger to the man. Reasons must

be furnished when night work is not carried out on a

fire that has been found.

Staying with fire: A man who has been sent to a fire

must stay with it until it is out or until his supplies

are gone, or until he has been relieved by someone else

under instructions from a superior officer.
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The size of the fire makes no difference. If it is

too big for him he must do all that he can. He may assume

that reinforecement will be sent. It is up to the lookouts

to keep close check on the fire to;determine if follow-

up is necessary.

An exception to the above may be made when a number

of fires start in the same locality and it is necessary

to control one and then go to another. In these cases

the fireman should keep going from one to the other and

keep on them until they are out.

If more than one man is on a fire, one of them should

report to the dispatcher as soon as he can be spared.

Checking: It is the desirable policy to c~beck every

fire 24 hours after it has been reported out.

Control: Large or small fires may be considered con

trolled only when a fire and any spot fires are surrounded

with an adequate control line burned out to its edge, and

all immediate threats to the line removed.

The immediate threats to the line include:

1. Falling of dangerous snags

2. Prevention of crowning or reburning by cooling

down hot spots, removing low-hanging limbs and moss,

and by putting out fires in clumps of reproduction.

3. Prevention of roll by a cupping trench and block

ing or arranging heavy material. .

4.Protection from blowing sparks and embers by separat

ing heavy burning material, putting out fires in

stumps and cooling down all fires near the line.
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Fire out: A fire is out only when the last spark has

been put out. All class A, B, and C fires must be completely

out before the fire can be left. Larger fires may be left

provided sufficient mop-up has been done and enough of a

crew remains to insure safety.

Fire Classification: The classification of fire as

used by the Forest Service is as follows:

Class A — One-fourth acre or less

Class B — More than one-fourth acre but less than

ten acres

Class C — Ten acres or more but less than 100 acres

Class D — 100 acres or more but less than 300 acres

Class E — 300 acres or more

The classification used by the State of Oregon is as

follows:

Class A — One-fourth acre or less

Class B — More than one-fourth acre up to ten acres

Class C — More than ten acres

Extra period fires: Extra period fires are fires of any

class that have not been controlled by 10 o'clock the

following morning. Explanation are in order when any fire

has reached period status.

Lesson two Suppression of Small Fires

Instruction Suggestions

A. This lesson is primarily designed to give the trainee

the basic principles of small fire suppression.

B, Use an old small fire for purposes of discussion and
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practice in sizing up the Situation as it could exist accord-

to factors that may be assumed by the instructor.

C, The lesson should be given in the field.

D, Atteiirptto build the idea of an orderly procedure of de

cision, attack, mop-up, and report,

E, Encourage the trainees to express their ideas on the

problem of fire suppression they are facing so that the

instructor will have the opportunity of pointing out their

strength or weakness.

F, This lesson should follow a course in fire chasing. It

is assumed that the examples taken that the fire has been

located and that the fireman has arrived at the fire,

G, The instructor must emphasize and reemphasize the im

portance of the suppression of small fires.

Lesson Outline

A. Location

The fireman by means of the methods discussed under

fire chasing has arrived at the fire as speedily as is

possible.

On arrival at the fire, the fireman places his pack

in a safe place, notes the time, and sizes up the fire.

B. Sizing up the fire

In sizing up the fire the fireman should take note of

the following factors:

1, Go around the fire

2. Analyze the burning material and fuel adjacent to

the fire edge. Consider any dangers such as snags, moss
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covered trees, or dead trees.

3. Analyze topography, slope, wind, relative humid

ity, and time of day as it affects present and future

burning conditions and the rate of spread.

4. Determine the points where the fire is most likely

to escape and spread quickly.

5. Look for spot fires and determine if they need

immediate attention.

6. If fire is man caused. Look for and preserve evidence.

If the fire is dangerous, take action first and do the de

tecting after it is controlled.

7. Determine the most vital point of attack. Consider

snags, hot spots, and inflammability of adjacent fuel.

While going through the almost instant process of determin

ing the method of attack, other points to consider are:

1. Extreme heat is always dangerous and must be dealt

with first,

2. Fire travels faster uphill than down.

3. If the slope is steep, firebrands may roll.

4. Wind generally blows up slopes in day time and

down hill at night.

5. Wind will fan a quiet fire into a dangerous one.

6. Fire is generally worse between 10 A.M. and 5 P.M.

7. Ordinarily fires do not spread rapidly in duff.

When the fireman has quickly made the above survey and

considered the above points, he will be ready to begin

an intelligent attack. He cannot linger over his decisions.
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C. Method

The direct method is used on all small fires possible.

Certain places along the fire edge may be so hot as to

prevent direct attack, and this will make necessary the

building of fire line away from the edge of the fire un

til the spot can be cooled down.

The focal points of attack will be the hot spots that

are the most serious. When the worst ones have cooled

down sufficiently to be comparatively safe, work on the

next one in order of danger.

Use of dirt: Properly used dirt is highly effective.

Only mineral soil can be used and should be damp or moist.

It may be used to put the fire out or to cool hot spots.

The effect of dirt is to smother the fire by cutting

off its supply of oxygen. In the cooling of hot spots,

two or three shovels full of dirt are frequently as effect

ive as a bucketful of water.

Do not try to bury a fire with dirt. It is used merely

as a cooling and smothering agent. The danger of burying

a fire yet not completely shutting off the supply of ox

ygen so that it will continue to smolder is very great.

Use of water: V/ater, if available, is one of the most

effective aids that a fireman can have. However, the forest

fireman generally has limited supplies of water so that

it must be used wisely. Use a pump if possible. Either a

power pump or a back pack pump.

Throw or squirt the water at the base of the fire,
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not into the flame. Do not sprinkle.

Trenching: Dig out the edge of the fire with a shovel

or mattock. This will be done hastily on the first time

around. When the fire line is complete, the fireman can

go back and improve the line to make it safe.

Make sure that cold edges of fires are dead out and

then use them as part of the fire line.

The trench must be dug to mineral soil with the roots

removed so that they will not carry the fire across the

line. The width of the trench will vary according to the

material that the fire is burning in.

Snags: Snags are the most important source of trouble

on a going fire. If a snag is throwing sparks it may be

necessary to fall the snag before the ground fire is controlled,

Snags inside the fire edge but not burning should be

safeguarded from catching fire. If a snag is already

burning, it should be put out. If it is rotten or punky

and in danger of catching fire it should be felled. In

most cases the snags will be felled before the fire is

considered safe.

If possible, fall the snags within the burned zone.

If not possible prepare a place for them to fall.

D. Mopping up

The object of mop-up is to put the fire out as quickly

as possible. It should and must be started immediately

after the fire is controlled. Retain the full crew until

the fire is mopped up to the point of safety.
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What to do on the mop-up on all small fires is as

follows:

1. Start work on mop-up as soon as control is ac

complished.

2. Search for spot fires outside of the control line,

and if they are found put them out.

3. Dig out all underground fires if at all feasible,

nev,er bury any fire in the expectation that it will go out.

4. Either burn out smoldering fuel or spread it and

put fire out with dirt and water.

5. Search for and eliminate all special threats such

as singed brush, punky stumps, and rotten logs.

6. Fall snags adjacent to and in the fire area.

7. Search for burning roots that may carry fire over

the control line.

8. Leave the fire completely out.

E. Safety measures

1. If more than one man is on the fire see that each

has room in which to work.

2. When proceeding to the fire,travel in a single file

with the saw at the back.

3. When falling snags, station one man to look for

falling limbs and bark.

4. See that the men do not become over fatiguea.

5. See that headlamps are available to the men doing-

night work.
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Chapter eleven Handling of Employees

Instructions Suggestions

A. This course should be given to all wardens or men

that handle suppression crews.

B. Get the trainees to offer suggestions.

C. Emphasize the points in the lesson outline.

Lesson Outline

A. Appreciate and praise

The employer must learn to think of the employee

exactly as he thinks of himself. He must consider every

thing about the employee important; his job, home,

thoughts, emotions, and ambitions.

Always praise a new man, even though his work is

n't up to standard, as some men on new jobs are handi

capped by fear of failure.

B. Self-control

A man will do a job better if he wants to do it

than if someone forces him to do it. The employer should

always be calm. He should get the employee so interested

in the job, he will want to do the job.

C. Stress rewards

Not every person has the same reasons for wanting

to do a good job. Praise, security, money, and the desire

to get ahead are the main reasons. Feel out every man

working under you and find out what his incentives are.

The important thing is to keep the employees eyes on the

objective.
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D, Criticize tactfully

In criticizing a man, be careful not to put your

self as beyond making mistakes. Tell the man the mistakes

you made and how you remedied them. Praise a man before

you criticize him. Never criticize a man before a group;

take him aside and talk to him individually.

E, Be a good listener

Talking with the employer lets the employees get

little grievances off their chests. Encourage the men to

talk. Let the men express their own opinions on important

matters.

F» Explain thoroughly

Give the men every bit of information ab out the

district's plans and problems. Show them you feel it is

important that they know what is going on.

G» Consider the interests of the men

If the men have a serious grievances, don't hesitate

to take the problem to a higher authority. If the men

deserve pay increases or promotion and the jobs are to

be had go to bat for them.

The important thing to remember at all times is that

there is an important job to be done, and the only way

this job can be done efficiently is by keeping your men

contented and satisfied with their job.
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Chapter twelve Care and Operation of the Radio

Instruction Suggestions

A. A person familiar with all types of radios used in the

district should teach this course.

B. No technical information on radio need be taught.

C. Each trainee should get a chance to work the radios

discussed at the end of the course.

Lesson Outline

A. General instructions for radio operators

1. No adjustments of the set other than receiver

tuning are permitted.

2. All communications must be confined to business

matters.

3. Profane or obscene language isn't permitted.

4. The operator should always be on time for all

schedules.

5. Always get permission before leaving station.

6. An accurate and complete log must be kept.

B. Operating procedure

1. Always listen in on frequency before tranaaitting.

2. When operating a radiophone, hold the microphone

close to your mouth and speak in a normal tone.

3. Avoid the use of personal names. The call should

be made as follows: "KQSE 7 to KQSE 1". After regular

procedure has been established only the number need be

used as follows: "7 to 1",
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4. Give messages slowly enough so that the re

ceiver can write it down.

5. The sign-off signal is as follows: "KQSE 7".

C. General maintenance and care of the radio equipment

1. The radio set must be handled with care.

2. The set must be protected against dampness,

excessive heat, and dust.

3. Always check the radio before leaving on a trip

tob e sure it is in working order.

4. When replacing batteries in a set always re

place the batteries of identical numbers when of the

same make and of the same voltage when of different makes.

5. Do not attempt repairs if the set is broken.
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Chapter thirteen Handling of Fire Tools

Instruction suggestions

A. This course should be a must for all suppression

crews. If the men in the suppression crews are not at

the fire school, competent men should teach this course

when the crews are organized.

B. A competent woodsman should instruct the class in the

of fire tools.

C. This class should be out in the field where proper

methods of using, carrying, and care of tools can be

taught under different field conditions.

D. Each trainee should practice with each tool after

the instructor has demonstrated the proper method of

using the tools.

E. Emphasize safety to oneself and others.

Lesson Outline

A. Axe

1. In carrying a double bladed axe grip the handle

close to the head with the blades up and down. Do not

carry the axe on the shoulder. If you stumble when

carrying an ax, throw it away from you. Always keep a

safe distance from anyone when carrying an axe. This is

very important in case you stumble.

2. When through with the axe always place it in

such a position that the blades are hidden.

3. A double bladed axe must not be placed on a log

so that one blade sticks out where some one might stumble
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over it.

4. Do not run with an axe.

5. Keep the axe sharp* A dull axe is always danger

ous.

6. Keep plenty of distance apart when working with

an axe. Always make sure that no one is near when swing

ing an axe.

7. When chopping let the weight of the axe do the

work. Never use brute force. A natural normal sv/ing cuts

the wood where you want it to be cut.

8. The proper angle in chopping is 45 degrees. Any

thing more than 45 degrees will cause mere work and less

wood chopped. Anything less than 45 degrees is dangerous

because of the possibility of the axe glancing off of

the log.

9. Cutting brush with an axe is dangerous. Be sure

of what you are going to cut down. Do not swing blindly

into brush.

B. Hazel hoe

1. Carry the hazel hoe by gripping the handle close

to the head with the blade down.

2. Keep at least ten feet from anyone when walking

or working with a hazel hoe.

3. Never leave the hazel hoe on the ground with the

blade up. Always place the blade down.

4. When using the hazel hoe, know what you are cutting

into. Do not swing blindly into brush.
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C. Pulaski

1. Carry the pulaski in the same manner as you would

carry the axe and hazel hoe.

2. Extreme caution must be observed when using a

pulaski.

3. Never use the cutting end for working in the

ground.

D. Shovel

1. In carrying the shovel grip the handle near the

head of the shovel.

2. A dull shovel is useless; keep it sharp.

3. The knee and body can be used effectively to

secure leverage when needed.

4. Always keep a safe distance when working or

walking with a shovel.

E. Saw

1. Always when walking with a falling saw or buck

ing saw have the teeth covered with a guard.

2. The man with the saw should take up the rear

when a crew is walking on a trail or road.

3. Never let two inexperienced men work together

with a saw. Always have one experienced man with one

imexperienced man.

4. Let the saw do the work, never force the saw.

An experienced faller and bucker should show the new

men how to buck logs and how to fall snags and trees.
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Chapter fourteen Telephone Communication

Lesson one: Line Systems in Use

Instruction Suggestions

A. This lesson may be given indoors as a lecture.

B. The purpose of the lesson is to be an opening into

the field of telephone communication in the protection

set-up.

C. Emphasize the advantages and the disadvantages of the

two types of circuits.

D. The instructor should attempt to draw from the students

as much as is possible in order to make it easier to

maintain their interest,

E. If a district uses only radio communication, this

course need not be taught in the fire school.

Lesson Outline

A. Importance

Fire control is dependent upon quick and dependable

communication. Without communication the fires could

not be reported, crews could not be dispatched, and

follow up crews could not be arranged for, except at

great sacrifices of time.

Telephone communication depends upon a current of

electricity flowing from the transmitter of one phone

to the receiver of another and vice-versa.

Every forest employee should know the rudiments of

line construction, maintenance, and use so that each can

do his part to maintain the efficiency of the system.
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An important thing to remember is to stay off the line

when someone else is using it. "Listening in" interferes

with service and is poor practice.

B. The ground line system

Principle: Every electric current must make a complete

circuit. In the grounded system the current travels one

way by a single wire and returns by way of the ground or

earth.

Good grounds and good connections are essential for

this type of line construction. The ground must reach

wet soil, and this soil must be continuous.

In this system the lines are generally strung

from trees instead of from poles.

Advantages of the grounded circuit:

1. Its construction costs are at a minimum.

2. It is easy and inexpensive to maintain.

3. It is dependable.

4. It is not easily interfered with due to the na

ture of its construction.

Disadvantages of the grounded circuit:

1. It is subject to static interference.

2. It is limited as to the number of phones that

may be used on it.

3. It is limited as to the distance a single line

may carry a heavy load.
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C. The metallic circuit

Principle: The metallic circuit carries the electric

current to the other phone and back again by means of

metal. That is, two lines are used. The current travels

all of the distance by means of two wires.

Metallic circuits are not generally used. They are

used, however, where the line is subject to a great deal

of use or where interference is so great as to prohibit the

use of grounded line.

Advantages of the metallic circuit:

1. It will acco-umodate high usage.

2. It does not restrict the number of phones that

can be used.

3. It is comparatively free of static interference.

4. It may be used over long distances.

Disadvantages of the metallic circuit:

1. It is expensive to construct.

2. It is difficult to maintain.

3. It is subject to certain breakage by falling trees.

4. It is more subject to short circuiting.

5. It is difficult to construct.

Lesson two Construction of Grounded Line

Instruction Suggestions

A. This lesson is offered to give the trainee the basic

principle of telephone construction.

B. Have the students put up a short line if the material
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is available. This line could later be used for trouble

shooting and other maintenance problems.

C. Draw from the knowledge of the class as much as possible.

Lesson Outline

A. Essential features

The line wire is attached to trees instead of poles,

and it is held by swinging insulators.

The insulator is attached to the tree by a tie wire

that will pull loose should the line be subject to a

strain more than one-third its breaking strength.

Sufficient slack is left in the line to permit it

to be carried to the ground if struck by falling timber

without breaking either the line or the tie.

B. Location of line

Trails: The line should be so located as to be in

full view of the trail. Sharp angles must be avoided.

Build lines below the trail whenever possible if the trail

is on a slope.

Roads: Keep the line on one side of the road. Do

not hang the line over the roadway as this may cause

interference both with communication and with transpor

tation.

Clearing: Remove all brush, limbs, etc., so that

they cannot come within six feet of the line in any

direction. It is desirable that the line be clear for

eight feet below so as to allow for any sag that may occur.
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If this is not excessive line leakage will occur. Small

trees that are likely to fall on the line should be

felled.

Tie trees: Select sound trees to insure their long

use as tie trees. Avoid the use of snags and other trees

that are rotten or have some other defect that will make

them likely to fall or blow down.

Spans should be 100 to 125 feet long and equalized

as far as possible. This is to avoid excessively tight

spans on the short ones and excessive slack on the long

ones.

The tie trees should be staggered so that the line

is pulled away from each tie tree. When this is not

possible, tree pins may be used to get the proper clear

ance between the tree and the line.

When long spans are necessary stay ties may be used

to prevent excessive slack. However, stay ties should be

used only when necessary.

Poles set up to cross a clearing should also be

staggered to keep the line away from the poles. Use the

same method for attaching as is used for trees.

C Construction details

Insulators: Use the split insulator. This insulator

is the most practicable because of the necessity of string

ing the solid insulator on the line before starting to

hang it.
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Ties: The tie consists of the tie wire wrapped around

the split insulator with a length for attachment to the

tree. This should be demonstrated carefully by the in

structor. The insulator should be wrapped twice leaving

a long and short end. Make several turns with the short

end and use the long end to fasten to the tree.

One way stay ties are used is to prevent all of the

slack from running down steep hills, for crossings, for

dead ends, and for entry into buildings. The split in

sulator may be used here in much the same fashion as

above except that more turns will be taken about the long

wire which in this case will be the line. Solid insulators

are preferred.

A two way stay tie may be used to negotiate sharp

turns. Split insulators may be used but solid ones are

preferred.

Another method of making sharp angle turns is that

of using two ordinary ties on either side of the tie tree

that is placed at the turn.

Treepins: Treepins may be used if it is necessary

and if it is not practicable to have the wire pull away

from the tree. They are merely a metal or wooden pin

which holds the insulator away from the tree.

Slack: There should be enough slack to permit the

line to be pulled down to the ground in any span without

pulling out a tie. Allow two to four feet of slack in
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each span; more in long spans.

Connections: These should be made with a neck two or

three inches long with two twists with from five to seven

close wraps on each side. They must be made carefully

so that they will slide through the insulators with a

minimum of resistance. This method is gradually being re

placed and Nico sleeves are used instead.

Hanging the line: A light 12 foot ladder is the most

practicable to use. A pair of tree climbers should be on

hand for use on trees with limbs that cannot be reached

for removal with the ladders. Tree climbers have a tenden

cy to hang the line too high.

D. Crossings

Railroads: The crossing of the railroad right of way

should comply with the requirements of the railroad as

well as comply with the state laws. Ordinarily, it should

cross at right angles and underground if at all possible.

For underground crossings the tie pole should be

not less than 25 feet away from the track on each side.

Steel or some other approved metal conduit should be used.

With other phone lines: The crossing of electric lines

should be at right angles and should b e underground if the

voltage of the electric line is over 2,200 . This cross

ing will be the same as used for underground railroad

crossings. If an overhead crossing is used on lines of less

thant 2,200 volts, clearance must be at least six feet.
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The line must not be less than 12 feet from the nearest

power pole.

Electric power transmission lines: Telephone wires

should be dead ended at least 50 feet on either side of

the power line and the crossing made underground.

Roads: Crossings over wagon roads should be at right

angles with a short crossing span..They should be tied on

each side of the road. The line must be at least 20 feet

from the ground at its lowest point.

E. Equipment and supplies

The size of the construction crew may vary, and the

amount of the different items vail vary with the size of

the crew. The following list is of the things that will

be needed.

1. Light ladders

2. Tree climbers

3. Connectors

4. Pliers

5. Reel for wire

6. Staples, 3"

7. #9 wire

8. Double bit axes

9. Lineman's belt and rope

10. Bucking saw

11. Insulators
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Lesson three Maintenance of System

Instruction Suggestions

A. This lesson may be given as the first lesson in the

course. However, if the lesson on construction does not

precede this lesson splicing and the various methods of

tying must be taught.

B. If any time has elapsed between the giving of the

lesson on construction and the giving of this lesson re

view some of the essential points of construction.

C. Encourage questioning on the part of the students. If

they ask questions, they are alert and interested.

D. Have on hand all of the tools and supplies that are list

ed in the last section of the lesson. In addition have a

telephone, preferably tv/o, and a short line so that they

can be talked over to use for practical problems.

Lesson Outline

A. Construction of the line to certain standards

is the most important but those standards are of no avail

if the line is not cared for after construction. The line

must be kept in as good condition as when it was first

built. Maintenance often offers an opportunity to build

toward the set standards if hasty original construction

prohibited the reaching of these standards.

B. Maintenance of line

Down timber: Every year trees and snags fall damag

ing or breaking the line. Remove all limbs, trees, snags,

and other debris from the line. Make sure that when the
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line is cleared it swings back into place.

Excessive slack may show in the line when debris is

first removed but this may be due to a break somewhere a-

head. It is wise not to take up slack until on the return

trip to headquarters in the evening. Taking up slack un

necessarily means many splices which is undesirable.

Brushing out: All brush, limbs, and trees should be

trimmed so that there is nothing within four, preferably

six, feet of the line. Allow for the weight of rain and

snow and for the effect of the wind. Young trees that will

grow into the line should be removed.

Tie wires and insulators: Inspect all insulators and

ties. Make sure that tie wires are twisted tight around

the insulators. Replace broken insulators. If an insulator

is in the wrong place put in a treepin or swing the in

sulator from another tree, or change the wire and insula

tor to another tree.

Connections: If any loose or rusty splices are found

the line should be cut and good splices made. Good splices

are important to the proper functioning of the line.

Breaks: Repair all breaks with a good splice. If

the cause of the break has not yet been removed see that

it is removed so that the trouble will not be repeated.

Slack: There should be enough slack so that the line

can be pulled to the ground between any span. If the line

is too tight cut in more slack.
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When this is done, cut the line at an old splice so that

only one new splice is made.

Ties: If the ties are pulled out of staple examine

them to make sure that they have not been damaged. If

damaged, put on a new tie wire.

Drop wire: Make certain that there is enough slack

to allow for any tree sway. If the drop line is copper

see that the connection is either soldered or that a Fahn-

stock connector is used.

Maintenance tools for a two man crew:

Tools

1 pr. climbers
1 pr. pliers, 8"
1 pr. connectors
1 double bladed axe
1 hatchet
1 "come-along"
1 lineman's belt and rope

Materials

supply of #9 telephone wire
supply of staples
supply of insulators

C. Safety Measures

If any climbers are used, they should not be used

without the safety belt. Take spurs off when not actually

using them to climb. Do not jump at trees that are below

the trail or road.

Do not sacrifice safety for speed in the use of any

of the tools.

Do not let familiarity breed carelessness.

Think of the others that are working with you.
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C. Inside wiring and instrument maintenance

Insulated wire: All the insulated wire from the line

to the phone should be no. 14 rubber covered, single

braided, copper wire. If inferior wire has been used, it

should be replaced. If wire is loose and carelessly run,

fasten neatly in place with insulated tacks.

Connections: Examine all connections and if they are

not properly made, cut them out and remake them. All bare

places must be taped.

Lightning protection: If the lightning protectors are

in place see that they have not been damaged in any way.

Check their proper wiring.

Switches: Go over all contacts and see that the knife

blades work freely and fit tight in their clips. If ne

cessary bend the clips together. If damaged replace them.

Battery: Put new batteries in each spring and date

them.

Telephone: See that all screw contacts with the phone

are tight. Remove receiver up and down while the door of

phone is open to see if the three spring contacts function

properly. Test phone by calling dispatcher or someone

else on the line. If it does not work properly, clean out

diaphragm, adjust bells, and test the ground.

Maintenance tools for a one man crew:

1 screw driver
1 pr. of 8" pliers
1 small hammer
1 blow torch and soldering iron
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materials

supply of #14 covered copper wire
a roll of tape
a box of insulated staples
wire solder
solder paste
small supply of tinfoil
extra Fahnstock connectors
extra fuses .
a supply of 1" round head screws, #8
3 dry batteries for each telephone

Lesson 4 Trouble Shooting

Instruction Suggestions

A. Telephone should be set up and the common troubles

listed in the lesson outline should be simulated.

B. Give each trainee an opportunity to run down the common

troubles that he may come in contact with in the field.

C. Use the demonstrated lecture method for detailed work.

D. Encourage the asking of questions on the part of the

trainees.

E. Materials needed will be two phones, wire, screw

driver, pliers, tape, and vacuum arrestors.

Lesson Outline

The most common telephone troubles are caused by line

grounds, broken wires, loose connections, poor grounds on

the instruments, and short circuits. These troubles may

occur in the phone or on the line. Trouble may also be

the result of weak batteries. The first step in the process

of trouble shooting is determining whether the trouble is

on the line or at some telephone station.

A. Common troubles

Grounds: A ground on any part of the line will cause

trouble according to how effective the ground is. If it
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is a complete ground,it may cut out the line entirely and

the only solution is to find the ground and correct it.

If the line is not up to standard in effeciveness, it

should be checked for possible line grounds.

Loose connections or broken wires: Either of these

will make it impossible to use the line because the flow

of electricity is broken. However, two phones on the same

side of the break may be used. If broken or if a loose

connection is present, it must be found and repaired.

B. Determination of troubles

Generator turns easily, you cannot ring out: This

may be caused by a ground on the line or by the line and

ground wires becoming crossed or tangled.

To test, open the line switch. If the generator turns

easily, the trouble is on the line. If it still turns hard,

the trouble is on the inside wiring or in the phone it

self. If the phone is disconnected and still turns hard,

then the trouble is in the phone.

Bell rings, you can hear others but they cannot hear

you: The trouble can only be in the transmitter circuit

and may be caused by:

1. "weak batteries

2. Batteries improperly connected

3. Transmitter "set" or "packed"

4. A broken wire in the telephone

5. Switch hook contacts dirty and not making contact
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Test: Shake up the transmitter. If the trouble is

still there, look at the batteries and battery connections.

If the batteries are O.K. look for a broken wire in the

primary battery circuit.

Bell rings, but you cannot hear anything: The trouble

may be caused by:

1. Dirt in the receiver

2. A dent in the receiver diaphragm

3. A broken wire in the receiver circuit

4. A loose connection

5. A burned out condenser

6. Switch hook spring contacts out of adjustment

7. Receiver cord loose in receiver

8. Fine wire in receiver coils burned out by light

ning.

Test: Connect one wire of the receiver cord to a dry

cell and thentouch the other post with the loose wire.

If the cord is workable, the contact will impart sound

to the receiver.

No one can ring you but you can ring others; you

can hear and talk: This trouble may be caused by:

1. Burned out wire in the ringer coils

2. Loose connection or broken wire in the ringer

circuit of the telephone

3. Faulty bell adjustment

Test: Test the bell adjustment. If the bell still does not
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ring, test the ringer coils. Connect the generator directly

to the ringer. If the bell does not ring it indicates

that the fine wire in either or both of the coils has

been burned out. A new frame and coils must then be substi

tuted. Check the wiring in the ringer circuit.

You cannot ring others and others cannot ring you,

but you can hear and talk well: This is usually caused by:

1. Poor ground connection

2. Poor connection in the inside or outside wires

Test: First make a test for a poor connection, and

if the wiring is found to be all right, make a new ground

connection or reconstruct and reset the ground.
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Chapter fifteen The Use and Care of the Firefinder

Lesson 1 Setting Up the Firefinder

Instruction Suggestions

A. Have one firefinder for each two or three students.

B. This class may be conducted indoors if weather is

bad or does not permit outdoor work.

C. Demonstrate the correct method and then have the

trainees actually perform the act until sure that they

can do the job.

D. Necessary items will be firefinders, stands, screw

driver, and special wrenches or pliers.

Lesson Outline

A. Stand

The stand may be anything available such as a stump

or it may be one that has been specially constructed for

the purpose. The prime requisite is Steadiness. It must be

rigid and there must be no possibility of turning or twist

ing.

B. Leveling

The firefinder must be absolutely level in order to

insure accuracy.

Platform: The platform containing the tracks should

be set on the stand and leveled before the firefinder is

placed on it. If this is done the firefinder will be much

easier to level.

The firefinder: The firefinder is set on the tracks

with the set screws loosened. In leveling, the two set screws

kitty corner from each other are worked in unison.
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A spirit level is placed on the azimuth circle in one

corner of the firefinder and set screws 1 and 3 are adjust

ed until the bubble shows level in the new position. This

process will have to be repeated several times until the

level will indicate level anywhere on the azimuth circle.

When adjusting the set screws, work them in opposite

directions. The thumb of each hand will be moving either

in or out in unison as the screws are turned.

Plumbing the sight: The front sight must be plumbed

so that the hair is verticle to the level plane of the

instrument. This is done by hanging a plumb line several

feet away from the instrument and sighting to it. The hair

is then adjusted by means of the screw at the base of the

sigt until it coincides with the plumb line.

C Orientation of the firefinder

The firefinder itself must be set in such a position

so that the line of sight is always on true north when

the indicator or vernier is on 0 degrees of the graduated

circle.

Triangulation stations: If there is an orientated in

strument mounted on any U.S.G.S. triangulation station the

problem of orientation is simplified. The lookout wishing

to be oriented flashes the sun's rays to the oriented look

out. This reading is then converted to a backsight in the

following manner:

If the foresight is less than 180 degrees, add to it
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180 degrees plus ,9 minutes for every mile of departure

between stations.

The oriented lookout then flashes the sun's rays back

and the other lookout lines up his firefinder with the

correlated reading and then turns the whole circle until

he has the flash in sight. When this is accomplished, the

firefinder is clamped fast. He is then in correct orienta

tion with true north. This should be checked several times

to insure accuracy.

D. Orientation of the map

Loosen the screws which hold the map in place and

revolve the map until the red north and south line coin

cides with the 0 degree and 180 degree graduations on

the azimuth circle, and the red and east and west line

coincides with the 90 and 270 degrees graduation. To chech

this and the firefinder make sure that the line of sight

and the red north and south line coincides when the sight

is on true north. Then sight on triangulation stations and

other orientation points and check and see if the line of

sight passes through them on the map.

E. Care of the firefinder

The firefinder should be kept clean, especially the

graduated circle and vernier, so angles can be read care-

full and quickly. Use a light oil under the sight bearing

ring and on the track. If rust appears clean off with

kerosene.

The map should be kept clean and in good condition.
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If the map becomes scratched or otherwise damaged notify

your superiors.

If the firefinder is in the open it must be kept

covered when not in use. When the station is closed, the

firefinder should also be covered.

Lesson Two Use of the Firefinder

Instruction Suggestions

A. Make the instruction as practical as is possible. If a

lookout is available take the trainees to the lookout. If

not, set up several firefinders on high points so that

each may try several practical problems.

B. Be sure that each man is accurate and that he under

stands the requirements of a good lookout.

C. Materials necessary will be firefinders, lookout forms,

pencils and paper.

Lesson Outline

A. What the firefinder will do

Horizontal angle: The firefinder sill measure the

horizontal angle from true north of any object. This will

be in degrees and minutes as indicated by the pointer or

vernier.

Line of sight: The finders will indicate on the map

the line of sight which passes through the object or fire

being sighted on. Thus the position of the object must

be somewhere along this line.

Distance: The lookout can observe that the fire is

beyond certain known streams and ridges and that others
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lie beyond. Thus the observer can determine about where

on the line of sight the fire is located. As the line of

sight or tape is graduated, he merely looks at the tape

to determine the distance from the lookout.

Vertical angle: The lirefinder will measure the angle

above or below a plane level with the lookout.

B. Using the firefinder

The azimuth scale: The scale is a graduated circle

of 360 degrees. When the sight is on true north the pointer

should indicate 0 degrees or 360 degrees.

The reason for the 360 degree scale is that all sights

are read in their relation to true north. This avoids the

confusion and the chance for error that is present in the

quadrant system of measuring from true north.

The main scale on the circle is divided into degrees

and half degrees. In order to determine the minutes, a

vernier is provided. The zero mark on the vernier is the

indicator of the degrees or half degrees. However, it sel

dom occurs that the pointer will fall exactly on one of

these marks. The vernier is graduated into parts, numbered

from one to thirty. When the vernier does not fall ex

actly on one of the marks on the scale, read the line on

the vernier that exactly coincides with a line on the scale.

If the pointer is beyond the degree mark but has not reach

ed the half degree, the vernier will be read directly in

minutes. If the pointer is beyond the half degree mark,

thirty minutes must be added to the number of minutes in-
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dicated by the vernier.

Delineation of sight: When the instrument is left

on the fire, a steel tape defines the line of sight on the

map. It is observed that the fire is beyond certain known

landmarks, or near them, that are shown on the map. The

observer can determine very closely where on the line of

sight the fire should be plotted. Having done this he

scales the distance to the fire by the graduation on the

tape. Most firefindex's maps are scaled J" equals 1 mile.

The sight: The eye is placed closed to the rear sight

so that the vertical hair in the sight is clearly defin

able in the slot of the rear sight. The alidade is then

turned until the hair passes through the fire or other

object sighted upon. The horizontal angle is then read.

The eye is then placed close to the peep sight of the

sliding rear sight and slide up or down until the cross

hair in the front sight bisects the fire. The vertical

angle is then read.

C. Procedure of the lookout in action:

1. Sights fire

2. Determines and records the azimuth

3. Determines and records the verticle

4. Determines and records the distance of the fire from

the lookout

5. Determines and records the location of the fire by

Township, range, section, and subsection

6. Records the volume, character, and color of the

smoke
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7. Records the direction smoke is drifting from and

whether or not the base of the fire is sighted.

8. Estimates the size of fire and men needed

9. Determines kind of fire

10. Type of forest fire is burning in

11. Location of fire by local landmarks

12. Records time of origination, time sighted, and time

reported

13. Reports all of the above recordings to the dispatcher

14. Reports all of the changes in the condition of the

going fire

15. Checks equipment and sees that it is ready if he

should be sent on the fire

Lesson three: Duties of the Lookout

Instruction Suggestions

A. Impress on the trainee the importance of the lookout

in the protection set up.

B. Conduct this lesson on a lookout if possible or on

some high point.

C. Pencil, Paper, and lookout forms are the only materials

necessary.

Lesson Outline

A. Dependability

The success of the entire protection organization is

dependent on the lookout. He must be on the job from day

light to dark, constantly on the alert for possible fires.
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Fires must be discovered and reported before the

suppression crews can take action.

The report must be made rapidly but not at the

sacrifice of accuracy. Speed is essential but should not

come at the expense of making the fireman look for a fire

an hour or two longer than need be. This is very important

in periods of high hazard.

B. Knowing the country

It is essential that the lookout be familiar with

the country which is under observation. Learn the names

of all the ridges, streams, meadows, lakes, and other

prominent points and identify them on the map.

Plot on the map anything that is not there that may

be an aid in the determination of the location of a smoke.

The biggest time killer in reporting a fire is lack of

knowledge on the part of the lookout.

Learn the country by the following methods:

1. By studying the country and the map and using the

firefinder for correlation between the tv/o.

2. By information secured from superiors, and any

others who are competent,

3, By use of the panoramic photographs and by checking

by phone with superiors,

4, By utilizing every opportunity, as in spring main

tenance work to travel his territory and learn its features,

D, False smokes

These are not smokes at all but are objects such
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as rocks, rock slides, dead trees, dust, etc., which may-

give the appearance of smoke under certain conditions.

The lookout must determine and record these so that he

will know them and as an aid to the next lookout.

E. Making the report

The tendency is often to jump to the phone to report

a fire as soon as it is seen. This results in lost time.

All information must be at the fingertips of the lookout

before he calls the dispatcher. Practice this gathering

of information until it is routine.

F. Lightning storms

These are the most important weather phenomena that

the lookout observes. Every bolt which hits the ground is

a potential if not an actual fire.

1. Record the azimuth on all lightning strikes

2. Record the location of all lightning strikes

3. Mark these locations on the map in red

4. Report all approaching storms

5. Keep lightning storm report if required

Often lightning strikes will sleep for days and even

weeks before showing up. When they do show up, they are

dangerous because the forest litter has had an opportunity

to dry out.

6« Schedules and check looks

The lookouts are part of a coordinated system of

protection and will have certain schedules for going for

water, making check looks, and for leaving station.
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H. Maintenance of station

It is important that each station is maintained.

The lookout will have opportunity to paint, clean and

do other improvement work that not only preserves the

station but makes the time spent less tedious.

The living quarters must be kept clean and neat

not only because of visitors but because in a neat and

clean establishment tools and other articles may be

quickly located in an emergency,

I. Safety measures

Lightning storms: Do not use the telephone when a

stcrm is close overhead. If it is necessary stand on

an insulated table.

Put out any fire in the stove as smoke and heat

attracts lightning.

Do not go out-of-doors during storms unless it is

necessary.

During storms avoid the vicinity of:

1. Lightning conductors and downspouts

2. Metal objects

3. Screened doors and windows

4. Stoves

5. Telephones

6. Radio aerial

If it is necessary to remain out-of-doors avoid:

1. Small sheds and shelters in exposed positions
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2. Isolated trees

3. Wire fences

4. Hill tops and open spaces

Seek the protection of dense woods, a grove of

trees, deep valleys or overhanging cliffs.
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